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"All these lives heading off in different directions. One story overlapping another."
From the script of The Missing Voice (Case Study B) by Janet Cardiff.
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1. Abstract
Rather than moving us inexorably away from the ideas first developed by the Situationist movement as some believe,
technology can be a rich addition to the psychogeographic experience. Situationism and the practice of psychogeography
promote the individual's rich uninterrupted understanding of their spatial environment. The isolating and desensitizing social
and environmental buffer provided by a pair of iPod earphones or a climate-controlled car would at first suggest an affirmation
of technology's mediating influence on this process, yet technology also has the potential to augment experience and facilitate
a dissection and disruption of the spectacle of modern society. Contemporary locative media practitioners often pay lip service
to the influence of the Situationists, but often fail to fully engage with their legacy. Yet as Situationism and its philosophical
successors adapt to retain a relevant voice in the 21st century, can the intersection of technology and space lead us towards a
meaningful remapping of cities at a street level? This paper attempts to address these questions via the establishment of a
practical psychogeographic framework that aims to facilitate a meaningful "literary imageability" of the urban environment
and encourage unintended consequences.
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3. Introduction
3.1 Thesis Outline
As technology continues to play an increasingly embedded (and perhaps intrusive) role in our culture and society, it inevitably
affects our personal lives and how we relate to the world around us. This paper is an investigation into how the technological
augmentation of our daily lives can alter of the experience of being, paying particular regard to personal relationship with space,
place, and the built urban environment, and investigates how the layers of technology that have permeated the cities we live in
relate to the school of thought that began with the Situationist movement. The argument will submit that although technology may
easily be accused of acting as an isolating factor in our relationship with the city, it also holds the potential to allow us to engage
with the city on many levels that were previously not possible.
After outlining motivations for addressing this topic and stating objectives in the remainder of this introductory chapter, this paper
will undertake a critical evaluation of related subjects. Keeping in mind the role of technology throughout, the influence of
Situationism's legacy on the actor in the postmodern city will be examined, and in particular the practice of “psychogeography” (the
relationship between a geographic environment and the individual). This will be followed by a critical evaluation of how maps have
been used since the time of the Situationists to represent space and place, and how that representation has changed over time.
This research will serve as the background to a more exploratory discussion of the concept of “imageability” (the quality of a city
that encourages a strong mental impression in the visitor) and how this relates to the ability of the urban explorer to discover local
narratives. Then in opposition to the more generally accepted notion of technology interfering with the pure experiential nature of
urban exploration, the potential for technology to instead be a positive influence in this process will be outlined, along with an
examination of how one might go about designing such a system.
These arguments will cumulate in the development of a practical investigation into the area through the creation of Adaptive
Spaces, a location-aware sound-based work. The final chapter will summarize the evolution of these combined thoughts and
findings, and present conclusions and further lines of inquiry.
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3.2 Background and Motivation
The stated questions of this paper and the subjects that surround them have been of interest to the author for some time, and are
backed by a body of previous work has in some way addressed the sometimes fractured relationship between technology and place.
In 2005 a walking piece entitled Walk/Shuffle (Connolly 2005a) was developed which involved participants in five different cities
partaking in independent psychogeographic walks at the exact same time and recording the results. Audio instructions were
delivered through headphones, and were played in random order, thus allowing an unexpected path to emerge during the course of
the walk. In terms of form (that of a participatory framework involving walking and sound), Adaptive Spaces bears more similarity
to this project than any work produced since. Walk/Shuffle also represents the beginnings of an investigation into the culture of
headphone use as a socially self-isolating object (of which there will be more in chapter five).

Figure 3.1. A screenshot of the Walk/Shuffle website showing a visualisation of a single walk.
Re-News (Connolly 2005b), a collaborative project with m-DAT student Musaab Garghouti, focused particularly on the
determinative role of technology in influencing attention and experience. The project consists of a group of International Edition
RSS feeds from a selection of news websites which are scanned, aggregated, analysed, output and presented on a website according
to a quantitative algorithm that favours repetition of content. A central concern of the work is the potential uses of technology to
reveal previously invisible patterns and information in data, in much the same way that this current work attempts to uncover the
very same things in act of consuming the urban experience. A later project, Samizdat on Demand (Connolly 2005c) (a combination
of a user-editable wiki and a Print on Demand service) similarly attempted to act as a disruptive use of technology by capturing the
actions of disconnected groups of people acting as a whole.
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Figure 3.2. A screenshot of the Re-News website interface.
A major project, developed in collaboration with environmental designer Dominica Williamson, also served to develop the route
towards this current work. Theirwork (Connolly & Williamson 2006) is a collaborative web-based mapping tool that allows groups
of people to annotate a map of their local area with personal data such as stories or observations. The aim of the map was to
generate a sense of shared knowledge and understanding of place on a hyper-local level, and in doing so to raise appreciation for its
ecological richness and cultural value. The data was captured in a series of semi-guided walks during which participants from the
local community were encouraged to record their own stories and relate to stories of others that the map data revealed to them.
There are a number of themes at hand here which can be clearly identified as influencing factors in the development of the
Adaptive Spaces project and this paper.
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Figure 3.3. A screenshot of the Theirwork website.
Although a conscious effort has been made to avoid imposing a strictly defined theme or set of common topics during the
production of this work, there are many related threads of thought that have organically come together due to the fact that they were
responses to natural inquisitions. The intention of this paper and its accompanying practical implementation is to draw these
somewhat disparate threads together and weave them into a coherent whole.

3.3 Objectives
The intersection of location, sound, experience and technology has given rise to a wide range of artistic endeavours (see "8.1
Appendix: Prior Art" from some particularly pertinent examples). Locative art in particular has enjoyed a relative resurgence in
recent years, primarily due to the widespread availability consumer products such as hand-held Global Positioning Systems and low
barrier to adoption and implementation of digital mapping systems like Google Maps. Many of these recent works claim to have
been influenced by the work of the Situationists, yet as often as not this proves to be little more than lip service to that movement's
legacy, a hopeful justification of practically interesting but perhaps critically weak work. There is a need to move beyond this
tendency towards a superficial use of technology in locative art, and instead engage directly with the political and cultural
implications of invoking the Situationist movement when discussing contemporary locative work. What are the implications of
introducing a layer of technology to the artful, emotional, or intellectual urban experience, how do they relate to what has come
before, and how can they inform future forms?
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The objective of this work is to the assess the crossover between an area that is currently experiencing an astonishing and extended
period or rapid development and change (technology), and an area that is at once in flux, wildly varied, and extremely personal (the
urban experience). As such, reaching a set of conclusions that could be described as definitive, universal, and not immediately
obsolete is extremely difficult if not impossible. Nevertheless this paper will attempt to present a set of opinions and ideas based on
clearly developed lines of thought and supported adequately by examples and illustrations that both capture a subjective view at a
time and place, and offer some possible future developments.
In particular, it will attempt to investigate the effect of technology on the legacy of the Situationists and argue that contrary to what
might be the initial reaction of some, technology may be put to use as an aid to finding a deeper personal connection to a space.

3.4 Methodology
The methodology adopted in addressing these objectives will be divided into two parts; this paper and its investigations, and a
practical work in the shape of the Adaptive Spaces project. In both cases, the research will be entirely qualitative and, it could be
fairly accused, subjective. However, in the opinion of the author it is necessary to engage at this level and produce opinionated
work, particularly with a view to pushing mention of Situationism's legacy past the standard level of flippant reference, or what
may almost be seen as clichéd or lazy citation without substantial engagement.
Both the written and practical works will be developed concurrently, with the stated initial line of questioning and a generally
predetermined opinion in mind, but also in the hope that, in keeping with the philosophy of the given subject matter, exploration
and investigation will lead to a somewhat surprising destination and reveal some unexpected details along the way. This paper will
include an overview of the entire process of the practical work and an critical assessment of its execution and outcomes.
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4. Surveying the terrain: Post-Situationism and constructing spatial
narratives
This chapter, which is subdivided into two parts, will provide a minimal introduction to some of the various topics that are central
to the argument being made, relating them to the original research question and mapping out the parameters of a common area
within which the project will be focused. In particular the concepts of “psychogeography”, the “dérive”, and “the spectacle” will be
introduced, and their influence and relevance for contemporary society tracked. Throughout these sections, the intention is not to
provide a potted history of these topics, but rather to gradually amass a body of evidence to support an argument and create an
approximate sense of position in relation to these matters.

4.1 The legacy of Situationism: the actor in the postmodern city
To begin a discussion of the artistic and literary sensing of the city with the Situationist movement would seem to do a disservice to
the work of artists, writers and philosophers that came before it. Charles Baudelaire's flâneur, James Joyce's literary dissection of
the city, and Walter Benjamin's Arcades Project were all early 20th century cultural artifacts that clearly had some influence on the
Situationists. Similarly, at the same time as the Situationists came to prominence in to the 1950s a series of parallel and related
ideas were being developed, such as Ivan Chtcheglov's Formulary for a New Urbanism and the Lettrist International movement in
Paris, and to a lesser extent the Beat movement in the United States.
It is the ideas of the Situationists, however, which resonate most profoundly when looking at this entire school of thought from the
perspective of technology's influence. Although previous thinkers had brought forth a series of ideas and techniques when
considering the relationship between person and place, it was the Situationists who explicitly pointed towards the negative
influence of technology on this relationship, and on society. It is the Situationists outright rejection of technology that marks them
as the starting point of this investigation.
Similarly it is worth noting in advance that the Situationists were an anfractuous and almost anarchic group, constantly in flux and
disagreement with themselves, and as such it may be said that their most consistent and commonly held ideology was that of
rejection (even rejection of themselves, as evidenced by their proclamation in their very first publication of Situationism as being "a
meaningless term... There is no such thing as situationism, which would mean a doctrine of interpretation of existing facts. The
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notion of situationism is obviously devised by antisituationists." (Debord 1958: online)). Consistency and clarity of message were
never central concerns. The wide net of rejection encompassed many of the trappings of modern society, including technology,
which they saw as merely "an immense accumulation of spectacles" (Debord 1967: 7), a distraction. This is never more clear that in
the writing of Situationist International member Christopher Gray:
A new form of mental illness has swept the planet: banalization. Everyone is hypnotized by work and by comfort: by the
garbage disposal unit, by the lift, by the bathroom, by the washing machine. Young people everywhere have been allowed
to choose between love and a garbage disposal unit. Everywhere they have chosen the garbage disposal unit. (Gray 1974:
16)
Rejection aside, the beliefs of the Situationists manifested themselves in a variety of ways, from dialectic approaches to politics
(after Marx's Historical Materialism) and art (after Dada and Surrealism) to involvement in societal agitation and uprising (such as
their peripheral role in Paris riots of May 1968). Aside from this maelstrom of associations, central to the concerns of the
Situationists was a transcendence of modernity and an engagement with the world that exists beyond the spectacle of society. Of
particular note for the purposes of this paper, and among the most prominent legacies of the Situationists, is the praxis of the
Lettrists theory of Unitary Urbanism that Guy Debord introduced in his 1955 Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography and
termed 'psychogeography'. Debord introduced it thusly:
Psychogeography could set for itself the study of the precise laws and specific effects of the geographical environment,
consciously organized or not, on the emotions and behavior of individuals. The adjective psychogeographical, retaining a
rather pleasing vagueness, can thus be applied to the findings arrived at by this type of investigation, to their influence on
human feelings, and even more generally to any situation or conduct that seems to reflect the same spirit of discovery.
(Debord 1955: online)
He goes on to variously (and, true to form, vaguely) describe psychogeography as a disruptive force, a game, a renovated
cartography, and a series of techniques. He also addresses the role of technology in this process as being something that may be
subjugated as a tool in this process, but appears to clearly regard its inclusion merely as a critique and subversion of technology
itself:
To accomplish this we can imagine an adroit use of currently popular means of communication. But a disruptive sort of
abstention, or manifestations designed to radically frustrate the fans of these means of communication, could also promote
at little expense an atmosphere of uneasiness extremely favorable for the introduction of a few new notions of pleasure.
(Ibid.)
Debord eventually provides some practical examples of the types of experiences that psychogeographical engagement might offer,
and it is here that we gain the clearest insight into what the applied theories of psychogeography might look like:
[T]he sudden change of ambiance in a street within the space of a few meters; the evident division of a city into zones of
distinct psychic atmospheres; the path of least resistance which is automatically followed in aimless strolls (and which has
no relation to the physical contour of the ground); the appealing or repelling character of certain places. (Ibid.)
The practical applicability of psychogeography was further expanded upon by Debord in his 1958 essay Theory of the Dérive, to
the curious point of discussing the apparently relevant fact that walks may be interrupted by "taking care of banal tasks" or
"prolonged rains". Interpretations of psychogeography developed from this point to encompass a variety of techniques, but the
overall focus of the movement was never to impose a strict set of guidelines or reasons. Rather psychogeography is generally
accepted to be an open-ended approach to interacting with the city by taking part in drifting observational walks with the intention
of uncovering new perspectives on urban life. Walks can take almost any form, from executing a random series of repeating
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directions to following smells or sounds to merely wandering according to whimsy. Regardless of the process, the focus of the
activity is on the experience of the journey.
Due to the variety of interpretations that may be applied to the assorted works of the Situationists, their legacy has proved to be
similarly divergent. Despite this, the field of psychogeography has emerged steadily over the last fifty years as a small but vibrant
area of investigation for artists and theorists. The growing influence of urban planning, gentrification, commercialism, population
density, and indeed technology on cities everywhere have served to make the argument for the continued relevance of the concept
of the spectacle in the urban environment. The work of artists like Vito Acconci, Hamish Fulton, Richard Long, Janet Cardiff and
Sophie Calle, and more recently digital practitioners like socialfiction.org and the Glowlab collective all pick up the line of thought
that began with Debord. Writers such as Iain Sinclair, Will Self, and Paul Auster have similarly been influenced by the legacy of
Situationism, using the act of walking in the city not only as a literary device, but as a psychological for investigating the
postmodern condition. The continued relevance of the Situationist movement, at least as an influence on an ongoing, developing
field of investigation, is not in question.
Against this backdrop, more and more people are moving to the city. This year the global population living in urban environments
passed the halfway mark, and that trend is accelerating (Brand 2005: online). Cities are becoming bigger and denser, and within the
rigid structures of a mass-market society truly meaningful personal interactions are becoming more elusive. The anonymising
effects of scale and excess on the actor in the postmodern city can lead to a shared sense of social isolation. In his book The
Practice of Everyday Life, Michel de Certeau examines how people assimilate and process the rituals of a culture into a personal
experience and investigates the means by which individuals may reclaim a sense of self and autonomy from the milieu of urban
society. De Certeau devotes an entire chapter of his book to the act of walking in the city as an example of how this reclamation
may be achieved. He points out that walking can provide a sense of how the individual relates to the whole, as part of an
interconnected system of autonomous actors whose combined selfish enterprises merge to from the coherent unit that is urban
activity.
It is true that the operations of walking can be traced on city maps in such a way as to transcribe their paths (here welltrodden, there very faint) and their trajectories (going this way and not that). But these thick or thin curves only refer, like
words, to the absence of what has passed by. Surveys of routes miss what was: the act itself of passing by. (de Certeau
1984: 97)
In other words, it is only in direct engagement with the medium of walking that the opaque representation of space can be
circumvented. Psychogeography can serve as a tool to carve out a contemporary modernism that allows us to individually transcend
the spectacle of city life and reconnect with the experience of visceral spatial awareness and connectedness. De Certeau also raises
an interesting point about the association between the urban actor and his fellow walkers, and the unseen paths that they leave
behind. This is a central concern of any walker who wishes to make connections with the actions of others in a shared space. How
can the gap between spatially similar but temporally distinct actions be bridged? How can psychogeography be developed to further
explore the well-trodden paths and actions of others that appear to be just out of sight? These are some of the questions being asked
by contemporary psychogeographers, and it is possible that technology, rather than acting as a mediating force on the urban
experience that contributes to a spectacular obfuscation, may be put to use to as a divining rod to uncover such experiences.
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4.2 Space, Place and Map Making
The historical significance of maps is well-documented and its details are mostly irrelevant to the subject being discussed here.
Suffice to say that maps have long acted as a form of literal and abstract representation that have over time, and as with many other
utilitarian items, become cultural objects. The prototypical map is a precise top-down cartographic representation on a physical,
geographic terrain, a visualisation of place. Yet maps may also be considered to be a medium of artistic expression. The act of map
making essentially attempts to convey a sense of something, to define a territory, and when taken metaphorically this definition
may be variously and broadly interpreted. As objects that are mostly subjective and selective abstractions of existing forms, maps
are a rich medium through which intellectual and emotional expression may be subtly communicated.
This is not to say that more traditional geographic maps are merely literal representations. In fact the opposite could be said to be
true; a cartographic map, when inspected, may reveal a great deal of indirect information about the map maker and about the
influence of technology in their conception of the space being mapped. Consciously or not, map making is a form of expression. As
a representation of space, a map reflects an impression, a "concrete inversion of life" (Debord 1967: 7). Can such a representation
also serve to reveal something about the spectacle it portrays?
Obviously when there has been conscious attempt to do so, the answer here is yes. There is a rich history of map making as artistic
practice, many examples of which attempt to address this question. Debord himself created a psychogeographic map of the city of
Paris in an attempt to portray not the literal representation of the streets, but rather his own personal digestion of the direct
experience of interacting with them. Guide Psychogeographique de Paris consists of a series of fragments of a traditional printed
map cut up (perhaps indicative of the Dada influence on early Situationism) to reflect how Debord himself views the relationship
between the different areas of Paris. These islands of spatial experience are connected by schools of red arrows darting between
them, suggesting the act of walking between these perceived neighbourhoods. Debord is not representing here, but rather projecting
his personal perception of space.
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Figure 4.1. Debord's psychogeographic map of Paris.
The disjointed black sections of space are the prominent aspect of the map, but equally notable are the sometimes vast tracts of
space between these sections. By leaving some sections of the city unmapped completely, Debord presents the large blank spaces
contained within his concept of the city. Certainly the concept of seeing lines on map not merely as trajectories through space, but
rather as joining walked routes between spaces resonates with the ideas that de Certeau later developed.
This area is further inspected by yet another French theorist, Marc Augé, in his book Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology
of Supermodernity, Augé explicitly builds upon de Certeau's writing and develops the concept of "non-places" that exist within
urban living, and in particular the role of technology in creating these spaces. Symbols of modernity such as ATMs, the interior of
cars, underground car parks, airports, hotels, supermarkets, hospitals and motorways are all enumerated as examples of an invasion
of technology and capitalism on urban space which ostensibly provide necessary services, but which also serve to promote social
disengagement and an inhibition of autonomous, organic actions. These are all spaces designed to be passed through quickly, only
out of necessity, and with the aim of providing interactions that are as frictionless as possible. Augé suggests that the accumulation
of these technology-infused spaces are the main characteristic of what he terms "supermodernity", a period of disintegrating social
connections and increasingly isolated individual identities. Unlike Baudelairean modernity, which involved a consciously-imposed
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coexistence of old and new, supermodern space is completely imposed structure whose features "subject the individual
consciousness to entirely new experiences and ordeals of solitude, directly linked with the appearance and proliferation of nonplaces" (Augé 1995: 93). Augé sees the influence of technology specifically on spaces of travel and transit as sanitizing the rich
experiential nature of de Certeau's walking routes. Much like the islands of personal space in Debord's psychogeographic map seem
to be drifting away from each other, connected only by tenuous links that span socially empty space, Augé's supermodern actor
exists and moves in the constrained solitude of an immense spectacle. (The role of technology in this process will be further
discussed in chapter 5.2, but in opposition to Augé's argument, the potential of creative use of contemporary technology to bridge
these social gaps will also be investigated.)
The blanketing of urban space with this simulation of real space calls to mind the work of Jean Baudrillard (among others) on the
notion of "hyperreality". If supermodernity is the condition of existing outside of real space, hyperreality represents the inability to
see the true nature of that existence. Rather, it is a simulated copy world, or simulacra, that has superseded reality. Baudrillard
illustrates this notion using a one-paragraph Jorge Luis Borges story entitled On Exactitude in Science in which a map of a territory
is so large that it covers the territory itself. Of course, being so impractical, the map becomes tattered and worn and eventually
settles over the territory to become a part of the landscape. In doing so, the representation obfuscates reality itself, and highlights
the futility of attempting to create an exact replica of reality (in this case, a perfectly accurate map) in the first place.
This brings us back to the inherent lack of objectivity of maps, and thus the notion of a map potentially revealing the spectacle it
portrays and the more difficult instance of an unconsciously delivered portrayal of the spectacle. Gregory Bateson described the
hidden signature of the map maker's own subjective perspective in his creation:
We say the map is different from the territory. But what is the territory? Operationally, somebody went out with a retina or
a measuring stick and made representations which were then put on paper. What is on the paper map is a representation of
what was in the retinal representation of the man who made the map; and as you push the question back, what you find is
an infinite regress, an infinite series of maps. (Bateson 1970: 460)
If this is true, it also means that maps are embedded with these observations. When a viewer attempts to excavate the meaning of a
map, to peer beyond the literal message represented on the surface and attempts to discover this initial viewpoint, the map becomes
a powerful medium of cultural communication. The same applies to other forms of non-cartographic map making. When taken not
as a noun ("a map"), but as a verb ("to map", as in "to map one object against another"), we take this concept even further. In
particular the sense of side-by-side comparison or juxtaposition of two distinct and even disparate objects, and finding a
commonality between them, extends the meanings of the activity. This activity can also affect our reading of the meaning of the
constituent parts, and in doing so the map may become more than the sum of its parts. This can be done in many ways, and often
the most extreme examples of proximal differentiation are the most effective. Steven Johnson's book The Ghost Map, about the
1854 outbreak of cholera in London, uses the mapping of disparate but connected elements as a literary and expository device. By
highlighting the emergent behavioural similarities between bacterial viruses, patterns of human movement and city layout, and
mapping them to each other, Johnson reveals previously unnoticed characteristics about each and a wider interconnected narrative.
Yet the structure of Johnson's book was explicitly and deliberately constructed to create this perspective; what of the unconsciouslycreated meaning that a recorded observation can create? It is not just the consciously obtuse mapping of something that lends it a
different layer of meaning. Although the concept of subjective representation in art had been emerging through movements like
Impressionism and Cubism, it was the introduction of technology into the act of seeing that truly engendered a crisis of
representation. In particular, the popular introduction photography had a profound impact, and technology's effect on the meaning
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of representation in the age of mechanical reproduction (as elucidated by Walter Benjamin) became an inescapable issue. To look at
something, in particular through the (literal) lens of technology, changes its meaning. Something that has been photographed has
had its interpretability intrinsically changed by the process, regardless of the intention of the photographer. No longer simply an
inert object, it is now an object worth photographing; no longer an object to be looked at, it has become an object to be seen. A
photograph contains a very explicitly mapped question: what was the photographer trying to portray? Although this question could
well be applied to any representation, the low barrier to entry to creating the image afforded by technology and the ease of use of
the camera means that this question can be applied even when the creator of the image was not consciously attempting to
communicate any meaning at all. Even subconsciously, how we record something, how we map it to another medium, is a reflection
of how we observe it. John Berger, in Ways of Seeing, writes:
An image is a sight which has been recreated or reproduced. It is an appearance, or a set of appearances, which has been
detached from the place and time in which it first made its appearance and preserved - for a few moments, or a few
centuries. Every image embodies a way of seeing. Even a photograph. For photographs are not, as is often assumed, a
mechanical record. Every time we look at a photograph, we are aware, however slightly, of the photographer selecting that
sight from an infinity of other possible sights. This is true even in the most casual family snapshot. (Berger 1972: 10)
Susan Sontag, in On Photography, seems to concur, and adds that the seemingly sterilizing influence of technology in the process
in fact makes this latent expression almost impossible to avoid:
While a painting or a prose description can never be other than a narrowly selective interpretation, a photograph can be
treated as a narrowly selected transparency. But despite the presumption of veracity that gives all photographs authority,
interest, seductiveness, the work that photographers do is no generic exception to the usually shady commerce between art
and truth. Even when photographers are most concerned with mirroring reality, they are still haunted by tacit imperatives
of taste and conscience. (Sontag 1973: 6)
Just as this applies to Sontag's unwillingly expressive photographer, it applies to other media. It is worth returning to traditional
cartography for a moment to illustrate how the unintended shadow of technology's influence may often be seen faintly cast across a
map. A comparison of maps created using very different technologies can reveal differences in how place was perceived at a given
time, as well as what the relationship between place and map was considered to be.
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Figure 4.2 Sixteenth century map of Edinburgh.

Figure 4.3 Downtown Los Angeles as viewed in Microsoft Windows Live Local online mapping system.
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At first, the images shown above would appear to share a number of characteristics: literal, evocative, isometric representations of
roughly the same quantity of a city. Yet when examined in a historical context, we know that there was not a direct evolution in the
nature of cartography between these two examples. Maps created in the centuries after the engraving was created began to change
dramatically in style and form. In fact, these two maps, created half a millennium apart, seem to have more in common with each
other than they do with the more symbolic, representative, top-down maps that appeared between them (the typical A-Z roadmap,
or an Ordnance Survey map, for example).
Before attempting to understand why this is, it is interesting to note what has been lost in transition, the elements that were no
longer deemed necessary in the newer map. The people in the foreground and detail in the background have been dropped; we no
longer need the reference point of humans, or the surrounding hills and fields to make sense of the map. Perhaps this comes from a
shift away from a focus on the self to a more universal world view, driven by scientific discovery. As science learned that the
movements of the planets were not centred around earth (as people realised, literally, that the universe did not revolve around them)
their understanding of their position in relation to the physical world changed, and became more abstracted. A shift in perception,
influenced by technology, is reflected in changing methods of map making. Our knowledge of the world allows us to see it in
different ways, and this manifests itself in new graphic representations. There are layers of history, reason and thought that have
influenced why a place has been abstracted precisely in the way it has. The marks we make reflect our way of seeing, our
interpretations of place from within our own sphere of reference.
If we accept this, then a critical examination of the more recent map suddenly becomes much more valuable. The map has become
less abstracted and more literal, more tactile, seemingly arriving full circle to a literal representation of the self's place within a
wider world view. If map making is returning to a medieval approach to representation, what is this saying about how we think
about the developing relationship between location, technology and the self? The medium that this map is presented in can not be
ignored as a factor; the Internet has allowed us to become self-centred individuals again, albeit now individuals with a sense of
scale and place in a massive world, zooming in from the macro to the micro, making the paradox of mass personalisation possible.
Our understanding of our context within a technology-filled world has changed how we may perceive ourselves; it allows the
knowledge of how we would look if viewed from satellites floating in space high above the planet to be a representative mapping
medium.
The depth of this "long zoom" (Johnson 2006: online) has more recently extended into the street itself, as maps plunge to the level
of urban walkers themselves, showing a literal simulation of the experience of city walking. That this simulacrum, a map as large as
the territory, is now available from almost anywhere on earth must surely be among the most literal postmodern examples of the
increasing influence of technology on how we represent place, and on how we perceive and interact with it.
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Figure 4.4 Street View, a recent addition to Google Maps, allows users to zoom directly down to street level and explore
photographic panoramas of entire cities.
All of this serves to illustrate that a reconsideration of maps is an extremely timely undertaking. The influence of technology on our
representation, and thus on our conception, of urban environments has created an imperative to investigate this rapidly developing
area further, and more critically, than by simply adding technology into the experience and ignoring the wider consequences.
Given the prevailing direction of opinion presented in this section, it may appear that the influence of technology on spatial
experience is a net negative, and unfortunately this may well be the case. Neither, however, should this influence be seen to be a
zero-sum factor. Technology should be treated as a malleable and useful element in this relationship. As has been outlined here,
technology can be used as a tool to augment and even enhance our conception of space when used to map new meanings onto
location and experience. The role of contemporary technology in locative augmentation will be expanded upon more specifically in
the penultimate section of the next chapter, but before doing so it is necessary to briefly outline some of the types of contemporary
urban experiences that may be possible, and investigate the types of everyday interactions and stories that await discovery.
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5. Active exploration: The opportunities of experiential augmentation
Have examined the historical and contemporary terrain of this subject matter, the three sections contained within this chapter will
investigate the implications of working with this knowledge. In particular, the further narrative possibilities of uncovering artful
experiences in this area will be studied, along with the types of technological interventions that may be employed as triggers to the
encouragement of this art, and the system design that this symbiosis necessitates. The common goal throughout these discussions is
to build a set of opinions that may inform the application of these ideas to produce a final practical implementation.

5.1 "Urban Imageability" and Vernacular Storytelling
Art and literature have a long and well-established tradition of taking the everyday and the mundane and portraying them as things
of quiet nobility and humanist meaningfulness. From the earliest Dutch paintings of servants to the most commonplace stories of
"the man in the street" (a phrase infused with multiple meanings that permits a varied interpretation, especially in the context of
Situationism), the appeal of taking something commonplace and lending it an aura of emotional power is obvious: it permits us to
not only accept and relate to what has been presented to us by the author, but also to project the possibility of similar wonder onto
our own everyday encounters. Evocative writers and artists have an ability to take the mundane and make it universal, and in doing
so speak directly to the experiences that we see around us. It is an effective technique of creative authors to explore the everyday
and find the sublime, to infuse the common with the universal. Yet this begs the question, if the discovery of meaning in the
constructed ordinary -- the spectacle of ordinariness -- is so effective in authored art, why is the same exploration for hidden truths
not more prevalent in the actions of the man in the street himself? Why must we wait for art to create a fictional or second-hand
reality for us before making a resonant connection?
The answer to this question just lies beyond the behavioral boundaries that society has mapped out for us. While an authored reality
can take us behind the veil of privacy, anonymity and isolation that social norms so often create, it is in actuality seemingly
impossible to peer into the lives and activities of other people and places. Yet by engaging with a place, by actively participating in
the act of being (rather that merely passing through), it is possible to uncover a wealth of stories much closer and real to us than
simulated fictions. The modern urban environment contains a wealth of narrative riches that psychogeographic exploration may
reveal. John R. Stilgoe, professor of Landscape History at Harvard University, writes in his urban exploration call to arms Outside
Lies Magic: Regaining History and Awareness in Everyday Places:
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The whole concatenation of wild and artificial things, the natural ecosystem as modified by people over the centuries, the
built environment layered over layers, the eerie mix of sounds and smells and glimpses neither natural nor crafted -- all of
it is free for the taking, for the taking in. Take it, take it in, take it more every weekend, every day, and quickly it becomes
the theater that intrigues, relaxes, fascinates, seduces, and above all expands any mind focused on it. Outside lies utterly
ordinary space open to any casual explorer willing to find the extraordinary. (Stilgoe 1998: 2)
Stilgoe's evocation of historical stories existing as layers within the landscape highlights a significant point, that of temporallyindependent exploration. There are two types of stories to be uncovered by this type of activity: those immediately obvious
happenings surrounding the walker at the time of their exploration, and the more subtle traces left behind by previous passers-by.
The construction of the latter as an imagined reality, what psychologist William James called the "remembered present" (Edelman
2004: 55) in reference to consciousness, involves an imaginative archeology and appropriation of these layers to manifest a picture
of the environment in the mind of the explorer.
The potential to encourage and facilitate the construction of such a mental picture or image has been said to be an innate value of a
place. Urban planner Kevin Lynch, in his 1959 book The Image of the City, called this quality "imageability". Lynch argues that by
looking at cities as vast architectural constructions, and the actions of people within the cities as a series of interrelated processes
that are played out within that same construction, some conclusions about the qualitative emotional properties of the space may be
derived. Particular emphasis is placed on the role of people as active participants in shaping cities through their interaction with and
perception of their physical surroundings. "We are not simply observers of this spectacle", Lynch notes, unintentionally invoking
Situationist rhetoric, "but are ourselves a part of it, on the stage with the other participants" (1960: 2). The combination of the
physical space that a city consists of and the perceptual image that it creates in the mind of an inhabitant allows for a certain amount
of flexibility in creating a final impression. It also means that this image is to a certain extent malleable to the observer, and so
allows an active and creative process of constant reshaping and remapping, whether conscious or not, by the observer. Of course,
certain locations invite this type of imaginative, perhaps almost romantic projection more than others; Lynch cites Venice,
Manhattan and San Francisco as examples of cities that possess this quality, and there is no denying the powerful but somewhat
indefinite impression that these cities suggest.
Imageabilty, according to Lynch, is this quality possessed by a place or object that evokes a strong image in the mind of the
observer (this is not to be confused with second-hand impression, especially given the somewhat iconic status that popular culture
has conferred on the given examples in the fifty years since The Image of the City was written). It evolves through interaction. The
imageable city, Lynch wrote:
... would seem well formed, distinct, remarkable; it would invite the eye and the ear to greater attention and participation.
The sensuous grasp upon such surroundings would not merely be simplified, but also extended and deepened. Such a city
would be one that could be apprehended over time as a pattern of high continuity with many distinctive parts clearly
interconnected. The perceptive and familiar observer could absorb new sensuous impacts without disruption of his basic
image, and each new impact would touch upon many previous elements. He would be well-oriented, and he would move
easily. He would be highly aware of his environment. (1960: 10)
It may be easy to read this and forget that Kevin Lynch was an urban planner; he goes on to enumerate the specific attributes of a
city that may contribute to a strong imageabilty (broadly; paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks, and how they interrelate) and
outline practical and analytical techniques towards promoting them when designing cities. Yet conceptually the ideas would appear
to be closely aligned with those that were being developed by the Situationist artists of Europe at around the same time, and after.
The notion of perceived continuity between spaces resonates with Debord's fragmented maps, and that of interconnected objects
and actors with the writings of de Certeau. And yet to attempt to design such an experience down to the final detail, or to attempt to
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exert control over this experience, would be as futile as attempting to create a map as large as the territory it represents.
However, the concept of a flexible framework to promote imageabilty offers much to the psychogeographic movement. It intimates
that psychogeographic exploration may be somehow enhanced by strengthening, or making more apparent, the imageable qualities
of a given place; that the rich narrative possibilities that are alluded to by every suggestive but inexplicable curiosity that may be
encountered in the urban environment may be revealed; that the layers of stories that lie dormant in the bricks and paving stones of
the streets may somehow be presented to the inquisitive observer; that the narrative of the man in the street may be within reach
after all; that the temporal nature of stories may be mapped onto the spatial nature of urban geography.
While the framework of mapping attempts to make abstract narratives comprehensible, it ultimately fails because of its lack of
evocative emotional detail. The relationship between narrative and place, however, provides an outline for an open-ended
understanding to flourish, as evidenced by the one-way flow of influence from narrative to place that most people have at some
time experienced:
Reproduced and displaced information... creates an overlay of anticipation and retrospection on the direct experience of
places. Reading James Joyce on Dublin, Raymond Chandler on Los Angeles, or Lawrence Durrell on Alexandria before
you go to these cities produces structures of expectation that may be confirmed, modified, or denied by the lived reality,
while reading them after you have been there contextualizes your memories in new ways. The more you immerse yourself
in texts, films, and records somehow associated with a place, the more extended and asynchronous is the process of
making sense of that place and the communication that it provides context for. (Mitchell 2005: 14)
It stands to reason that there is likewise a place-to-narrative direction that this imageability may flow in, the corresponding stream
in psychogeography's two-way communication between observer and environment. The delivery of narrative by place, however,
allows for a much wider range of storytellers to be heard. In this paradigm, we are no longer dependent on authors to distill or
invent narratives on place, but rather the stories emerge directly from the traces left by the protagonists themselves, the city's actors
themselves playing a part of it, "on the stage with the other participants", as already described by Lynch. This breaking down of a
centralised, authoritative source of narrative, what Roland Barthes termed "the death of the author", leads to the opportunity to
make the same visceral connection with narrative that psychogeography attempts to make with space. This delivery of narrative
through location leads to a new form of ambient communication between local people, or what I term "vernacular storytelling".
The uncovering of these vernacular stories is a form of ethnography. Just as the recontextualization of an object in Found or
Readymade art creates a sense of significance that transcends its original meaning, the uncovering of vernacular stories from shared
spaces reveals new perspectives on both the original spaces and their potential to convey new interpretation. Whereas Readymade
art usually consists of the object's forced recontextualization by an artist (usually by simply placing the object in a gallery setting),
the context of vernacular stories remains unchanged by external forces. Instead their appreciation requires a more conscious effort
on the part of the viewer to invent a new meaning or context for the entire setting in which the object exists. The gallery setting's
curatorial prerequisites, commercial baggage, and stark white walls and velvet ropes may be seen by definition to impose a
restrictive set of requirements on the resolution of the artwork (although many artworks attempt to rail against these boundaries,
such as Chris Burden's Samson, a sculptural piece consisting of a turnstile connected to a massive winched jack that exerts ever
more pressure on the walls of the gallery as each new visitor passes through, attacking and threatening to bring down the very
structure of the museum itself). In his book The Delirious Museum, museum designer Callum Storrie describes a gallery setting that
addresses some of these problems by changing how visitors interface with the gallery, and in which some of the open-ended
properties of cities are borrowed:
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The Delirious Museum sits firmly within the city, that most complex of social spaces, and the language used here derives
from certain urban theories and stratagems relating particularly to walking. Movement through the delirious museum is
also characterized by wandering, or drifting and getting lost. The associations generated by the objects in my imagined
museum are open-ended; meanings are unfixed and transient. The city in flux is the model. (Storrie 2006: 20)
The open urban environment, then, is seen as a model situation in which art may be explored. The setting of the street imposes no
restriction on form or content, and the complete absence of any curatorial process abdicates responsibility of value judgment
completely to the viewer. Artistic merit -- or the potential for the Readymade structures of the city to be endowed with artistic merit
by the viewer rather than a divine author -- becomes a quality that may be discovered through a form of ethnographic fieldwork by
the viewer.
The potential role of technology in this new artistic paradigm can be seen in the analogous setting of the Internet, where an
explosion of self-expression has occurred outside of any compositional requirements or systematic formality. The structure of the
Internet has often been compared to that of a city, with the emergent actions of many independent entities combining to form a
wildly varying but somehow coherent whole. Of course, just as with the city's streets, the technology of the Internet is merely the
infrastructure that facilitates the actions of its denizens to connect and interact. Technology such as Internet search engines serve as
functional enhancements to the experience of moving within this framework by making the objects that exist within it more visible
to the observer who actively seeks it out. Yet in the setting of the urban environment, where active looking is less commonly
practiced, it is rarely questioned why we do not possess similar tools to enhance the experience of proceeding within this
infrastructure. It may be argued that maps fulfill this role, but as already discussed, maps are most often used to act as wayfinding
assistants on the journey towards an already-known destination; they are rarely employed to generate unplanned paths, or make
findable unknown objects, and as such restrict themselves to ignoring the potential for serendipity and peeling away of the layers of
the city.
This model of engagement requires a certain level of submission on the part of the individual. Just as the web surfer trusts that
Google will serve them directions to worthwhile locations when they provide it only with extremely broad parameters (perhaps
most clearly evidenced by the "I'm Feeling Lucky" option), the urban explorer must be willing to engage in a leap of faith that a
given technological augmentation will guide them towards fruitful results. It is this relationship between technology and playful
exploration that I will investigate in the next section.

5.2 Technology as a tool of exploration
Before embarking on a defence of technology's place in the radical urban experience, it is necessary to acknowledge the criticisms
that have been leveled at it. Psychogeography aims to provoke an awakening for the urban traveler who is too often concerned only
with destination, treating the journey itself as secondary. Yet technology is often put to use to achieve the exact opposite effect, that
of a protective insular cocoon, a mediation by the traveler over the experience of moving through a space.
Although many forms of technology contribute to this process (as outlined in the work of Marc Augé), the personal stereo in
particular, beginning with the Sony Walkman, and continuing more recently the ubiquitous and culturally iconic Apple iPod, has
been accused of being used to block out the experiential nature of traveling through an urban space. In the majority of cases, this
statement would appear to be patently true. Any urban dweller can attest that the streets of every developed city are now thronged
with people who wear headphones in the street and on public transport, and to the sense of social disconnect that this can create.
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According to this model, technology is used to recede further from direct experience. Familiar music playlists are used to gain a
sense of control in the potentially hostile space of the city and impose complete mediation over a sense, and a comfortable distance
is achieved. The ability to listen to the minute auditory signals of the city and focus on the visceral experience of the journey are
willfully submitted. Researcher Dr. Michael Bull has called headphones a "tool whereby users manage space, time and the
boundaries around the self." (Ward 2004: online)

Figure 5.1 "Culture jammed" versions of advertisements for the Apple iPod.
Yet by receding into the private world afforded by headphones and habitual music, much that the visceral city has to offer is lost,
and the space and time between a journey's origin and destination goes largely unnoticed. The rich aural experience of the street are
probably under-appreciated by most of us -- the hum of electric power lines, the momentary snatches of passing conversation, the
drift of music through an open window, the drainage systems flowing underfoot -- all of these ever-present elements of a
constantly-changing, living environment go mostly unheard.
When you listen carefully with your eyes closed, when you tend to the feel of a specific acoustic space, be it concert hall,
cathedral, restaurant, kitchen or forest, you engage in attentive listening -- intensely focusing on the sounds of life in the
immediate environment... Solely through sound, an entire environment, complete with memories and emotions comes
alive. Indeed, we feel we are included in the life of the soundscape: the auditory equivalent of a landscape. (Blesser &
Salter 2007: 15)
While technology may be used by some to exert control over their own experience, it also encroaches on their ability to perceive
many subtleties of this soundscape, and thus their sense of self in relation to these surroundings. Headphones in particular have
been repeatedly singled out as a facilitator of this process of self-isolation:
Headphones create a spatial experience for a single individual. But for all their simplicity, when you listen to a
stereophonic recording intended for loudspeakers, headphones destroy your perception of external space and location. The
source location and spatial acoustics exist entirely inside your head, between your ears, and not outside in the world.
(Blesser & Salter 2007: 187)
Yet there is an antithesis to this argument. Firstly, it is clear that people are making these choices about technological interference of
their own volition, and although it may be considered to be a negative factor on the potential for enjoyment of the city, it is fair and
uncontroversial to say that technology's influence is not inherently bad. Indeed, there are many cases where the introduction of
technology provides an undeniably positive enhancement to a person's appreciation of spatial experience; an in-ear electronic
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hearing aid would be a pertinent example. Technology is malleable, and how it is put to use is discretionary. Just as walking in the
derelict parts of the city can reveal truths about the whole, by engaging directly with the structures that would appear to create a
barrier to connectivity, it is possible to reappropriate technology and use it as an aid to engagement. By employing in a disruptive
manner the systemic factors that would appear to be acting in opposition, it is actually possible to improve the situation. Through
the reappropriation of technology, locative augmentation and experiential magnification is possible.
The logical next step in this process is to attempt to define what form that technology might take in relation to this specific field
(which is done in Chapter 6). However, it is first of all necessary to look at examples of technology's influence in comparable areas,
and attempt to learn lessons from whatever patterns or outcomes may be observed there. A discipline that shares a number of
characteristics with that of urban exploration's interrelation with technology is videogames. We will now briefly detour into a
selective overview of this area, and attempt to extract some applicable lessons. How did the introduction of technology into the act
of play affect it, and what specific repercussions does that impact have for locative pursuits?
The roots of playful creativity in videogames emerged at the very beginning of the form, long before the development of the global
entertainment industry that dominates videogames today. Before software of any kind was considered to be a commodity, hobbyists
created text-based games in which players typed simple instructions to guide a character through a series of descriptive locations.
These "text adventures" were technologically simple, but often narratively complex creations, skillfully constructed to work as
effectively as possible within the infrastructural limitations that they existed within. Just as the urban walker may interact creatively
within the defined framework and boundaries of the city streets, text adventures were exercises in constrained creativity. Before
being prompted to type a command, the player would be presented with a description of their immediate surroundings, to which
they could respond by actively investigating further for clues or interesting features or by moving in a certain direction. For
example, the very first text adventure game, Colossal Cave Adventure (sometimes simply referred to as Adventure), developed and
released in 1976, began thusly:
You are standing at the end of a road before a small brick building. Around you is a forest. A small stream flows out of the
building and down a gully. (Jerz 2000: online)
This appears to be a fairly innocuous description of an idyllic but somewhat unremarkable environment. Yet within the context in
which this is presented -- that of a game -- the player immediately begins a process of active engagement with their virtual
surroundings, perhaps looking down the road, inspecting the building to learn more about it, or wandering over to the bank of the
stream. In other words, exactly the type of active participation with surroundings that locative explorers strive for. Once the players
feels that they have sufficiently explored their immediate surroundings, they can move about by typing directional commands, for
example "walk north". This will take the player to an adjacent location where they will receive further descriptions and may further
interact with their surroundings. Through a gradual exploration of these areas, a narrative builds up, and hopefully engages the
player to become immersed in the activity and keep exploring. The analogies to the pursuit of engaged walking are direct and
obvious.
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Figure 5.2 A player's hand-drawn map of the initial stages of Colossal Cave Adventure. The unintended graphic and formal
allusions to Guy Debords cup-up map of Paris are striking.
The rich lineage of "Interactive Fiction" that text adventures gave rise to, and that still exists today as an important and vibrant
subculture, would perhaps never have happened if not for these early combinations of narrative and technology, marrying to form
new types of fiction, complete with complex structures, branching conditional constructs and interconnected storylines. Although
literature may have suggested these forms without the aid of technology (most notably in popular culture in the Choose Your Own
Adventure series of children's books), it was the ensuing development of the simple text adventure format that most clearly signals
the potential for technology to become involved in the process of exploratory play and develop completely new narrative models.
As the patterns of interaction with these systems became more sophisticated, networked text adventures were developed in which
multiple characters controlled by multiple people could concurrently exist and interact within these virtual spaces. These
collaborative environments, dubbed Multi User Dungeons (MUDs) in turn evolved, or more accurately were actively developed by
their users into still more complex systems. This next iteration of the format, Multi User Dungeon, Object Oriented (abbreviated to
MOOs) allowed players to exert control over their surroundings by creating new objects and even new locations, and so quickly
became fantastically complex, self-organising systems consisting of constantly-developing locations, infrastructures and
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inhabitants. Locations grew into cities, individuals aligned into tribes and formed social hierarchies, and a series of emergent, selfcontained cultures developed. Over the course of a few short years, technology had facilitated the characters who existed within
these virtual spaces to develop the profundity of their interaction with their environments at an astonishing pace. To return to the
comparison to real-life urban exploration and engagement, it could be said that we remain at the metaphorical riverbank of the text
adventure, perhaps curiously peering around, but certainly not approaching the level of engagement with and lasting control over
our surroundings that may be seen in a well-developed MOO.
From the vantage point of the twenty-first century it may appear to some observers that, despite the admittedly complex social
structures that this format engendered, as a medium it is antiquated, and has been surpassed by more immersive modern
technologies. To suggest this, though, is to level a gross accusation of irrelevance directed at literature itself, something those same
observers may be unwilling to do. Indeed, it is in the simplicity of the format, the interpretability of simple text, that much of the
power of descriptive language lies. In What Good Are The Arts?, critic John Carey argues that literature is the most valuable and
ultimately the most rewarding form of art, because of its apparent limitations. The written word, he argues, stops short of literal
representation, and thus forces us to engage more imaginatively with the work, ultimately drawing us in as co-creator of the world
being conjured by the words on the page. By disallowing our brains from lazily and passively accepting whatever our senses would
appear to be delivering to us, textual narrative draws us in. Likewise, text-based videogames do not allow the player the luxury of
strolling through a space in a disengaged manner. Rather they must perform every action with deliberate consideration and focus.
By engaging in this form of digital psychogeography, a closeness to the fabric of interaction is developed, and from a seemingly
simple form an ultimately more rewarding conversation develops. Michel Foucault commented on the power of text to create a
sense of place in Fantasia of the Library:
...the visionary experience arises from the black and white surface of printed signs, from the closed and dusty volume that
opens with a flight of forgotten words; fantasies are carefully deployed in the hushed library, with its columns of books,
with its titles aligned on shelves to form a tight enclosure, but within confines that also liberate impossible worlds. The
imaginary now resides between the book and the lamp. (Foucault 1980: 90)
It would be an omission to have this discussion without recognising the more recent developments in the videogame industry that
would appear to be natural successors to Interactive Fiction. Games like the hugely popular World of Warcraft and Second Life
have had countless column inches devoted to them in recent years, many of which postulate that these 3D virtual environments
represent a paradigm shift in what we consider location to be, and the birth of the metaverse in which virtual interaction and
freedom will flourish. Yet upon investigation of a number of these platforms, it becomes clear that not everybody necessarily shares
this point of view.
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Figures 5.3 and 5.4 Screenshots from the popular Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) games World of Warcraft and Second Life.
To provide the most basic and subjective overview possible, World of Warcraft (a multiplayer fantasy-genre game divided into
quests and aimed towards continually "leveling up" your character by carrying out repetitive quests and collecting booty) could be
said to be comparable to the collaborative gaming environment of MUDs, while Second Life (a social area with a focus on a selfcontained economy in which real money is paid for the purchase of in-game virtual goods) admirably aims to be somewhat more
open-ended by granting more creative control to its users, thus being analogous to MOOs. On the surface, these games (for want of
a better term) would appear to be driven by broadly similar principles as their textual predecessors, although with two important
and significant differences: they present themselves as literal 3D renderings of virtual worlds rather than simple text, and they are
run as commercial operations, as opposed to the ground-up, hobbyist ethos behind most of the collaborative Interactive Fiction
environments that emerged mainly from university campuses around the world from the late 1970s. The 3D representation of the
player's character and the world that it inhabits immediately relieve the player of the responsibility of mentally creating these
elements, in doing so limiting the potential visual appearances available to a library of predefined models. Meanwhile the technical
limitations of rendering these worlds make the player's suspension of disbelief, and thus their immersion into this world, nigh
impossible. In other words, the imageability of these environments approaches zero. Additionally, the spectre of commercial
influence is ever-present in these games, architected as they are to maximize subscription revenue and online currency trading from
the actions of players. Many text adventures provide a "sense of exploring a new world or space, independent of the events that
transpire in that space" (Montfort 2005: 4) that are simply not given an opportunity to emerge in the newer 3D environments. The
mental distraction provided by the behavioural patterns that these games encourage are enough to restrict the player from being able
to adopt a more relaxed exploratory approach to the virtual environment. As Stewart Brand explains:
Our brain is wired with “seeking circuitry” and relishes exercising “the regime of competence.” TV shows like “Lost” and
video games like “World of Warcraft” are addictive because they reward exploration. Instead of employing narrative arcs,
they keep you in a state of being always challenged but not quite overwhelmed as you ascend from skill level to skill level.
(Brand 2007: online)
The conclusion to take from this appraisal is that the ways in which technology is put to use in mediating an environment is
something that should be carefully designed (of which more in the next and final section of this chapter), and is certainly not a
linear process of adding "more technology". As with the case of iPod headphones, merely proceeding to introduce advanced
technology into a process will not necessarily improve the experience. However, neither is this to say that technology can not be
carefully appropriated to this end. Indeed within the field of modern videogames there are examples of games which have certainly
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been developed as attempts to create works of artistic integrity which may further our understanding of projections of the self
within imagined spaces. Games such as those in the Grand Theft Auto series have led to various discussions on the representation of
cities in games (Hudson-Smith 2007: online). The representation of actual cities in particular may affect how we perceive our
environments, just as Ulysses colours the reader's perception of Dublin (Hill 2004: online).
The interactive properties of videogames also point to some potential repercussions for the influence of technology on interaction
with cities. Despite the fact that almost all games are designed and authored, their nature (particularly in the case of flexible MOOs
or open-ended environments like the cities of Grand Theft Auto) suggests that they are not merely a passively consumed media. In
many ways videogames are the ultimate postmodern medium and illustrative example of Barthes' "death of the author", requiring
the viewer to become centrally involved in the process. Videogame writers must submit to the control of the player in order for the
game to be successful, and often aim to become invisible to the player. Many of the simplest forms of play, from the most basic
example of chess as a fictional recreation of a war, are about interactive stories. In most videogames, then, the player willfully
assumes the role of actor and sets about affecting change on their environment. The addition of technology to this simple process of
storytelling engages the player to become much more enthusiastically involved. Although some criticisms here about the balance
between accessibility and reward may be well founded -- should engagement in these activities necessarily be fun, or is there an
ultimately more gratifying experience available to those who are truly willing to work for it? -- the potential of technology to
involve the player is undeniable.
A final criticism that may be leveled at this comparison is that of formal representation. Technology is put to work in videogames to
create and present a depiction of a reality that, although imageable and immersive, is not real. Indeed the Situationists would almost
certainly have reserved their most vitriolic criticisms for videogames, representing as they do the epitome of the spectacle of
society, a distraction from true experience. Although this criticism is difficult to deny, it is worth noting that technology as an
augmentation of reality is wholly different from technology as a representation of reality. It may contaminate the purity of the
unaided locative experience to introduce technology, but if technological augmentation of experience can lead to new
understandings of environment, it is also difficult to deny its value to those that seek a deeper exploration of space. In addition to
this, technology has become inextricably linked with our experience of space anyway, permeating almost every facet of our lives as
it does, in particular within the urban context. Indeed, the lines of delineation between real and virtual space are becoming
increasingly blurred from both sides, and the influence of digital realities are bleeding into lived experience. From the emergence of
Chinese "gold farms" (modern day sweatshops where rows of Asian computer gamers are paid to play online games around the
clock on behalf of Western players in order to accumulate in-game rewards) (Dibbell 2007: online) to the development of
innovative interfaces such as the Nintendo Wii's (which requires the player to control their on-screen characters by physically
acting out movements while holding a gyroscopic controller), the so called "fourth wall" of interactivity is being broken.
Technology is gradually breaking down the border that separates the real from the virtual.
Augmented reality adopts the same approach from the opposite direction, by breaking from the real world into the world of
enhanced experience using technology. In doing this, the approach of game design can say much about the relationship between
technology and spatial interaction. Of particular note from the lessons to be learned from the observation of videogames is that
system design is of the utmost importance. Viewing experiences not as authored artworks, but as frameworks within which the
actions of the players are facilitated, is key. The experiences of participants in such a system must be empowered and enabled, not
restricted and guided.
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5.3 From the bottom up: Adaptive Design and Embracing Constraint
We have established that there are potentially both negative and positive ways in which technology may affect experience, and
control over this depends largely on the user experience design of the technology. This section presents some design notes on the
types of approaches that combine to make effective use of technology. While these guiding principles may be philosophical in their
origins, their practical application may serve to remind that technology will only have a predetermined effect on a system if we fail
to mediate how it is used. Technology is incredibly malleable, and thus can be imposed upon a scenario in any number of ways. The
design decisions that are taken in the integration of technology and environment to create a complete system should be carefully
considered.
From a user's perspective, the direct level at which they interact with a piece of technology -- the interface -- is the system. Yet any
designer, architect, and indeed any artist will attest to the fact that the visible outcome of the creative process is merely the apparent
surface, and that the complete system in fact consists of an entire process of thought and intuition. Like the complex network of the
city, a designed system is a delicate balance of its constituent parts. By adding a layer of technology onto the experience of existing
within the city, then, we are imposing what is admittedly a finely-balanced and perhaps imperfect element into what is already a
massively complex entity. While the balancing act between concept and implementation can make or break the success of a
product, it is necessary to avoid over-designing the process. Rather than risk this eventuality by attempting to account for an endless
number of possibilities within a dynamic environment, a more sensible approach is to develop a system that initially focuses on
simplicity and adaptability.
Another danger of overly deterministic systems is their inflexibility over time. In his book How Buildings Learn, Stewart Brand
examines how architects who design their buildings to be modified throughout the time that they are inhabited can often be more
successful than those that are designed with only the foresight of their first day of use. The mantra of "form follows function" -- and
thus the notion that function is something that must be enforced in advance of use by an omnipotent designer -- is so deeply
entrenched into most design practices as to create an inertia for empowering interaction that effects change. Designing for change
may sound like a sensible and realistic approach, yet it is surprising how often this seemingly obvious aspect of system design is
completely neglected. Creating a system that empowers its user to engage with it creatively, then, calls for a certain amount of
under-designing.
The approach of open-ended temporal design is quite at odds with the standard practice of simply predetermining, inviting as it
does the inhabitant of a space to become a collaborative architect of the space, and to modify its intended purpose over time.
Brand's premise of "adaptive architecture" encourages the designer to set aside preoccupations with control and function, and
instead place trust in the ability and creativity of the user of the building to come up with the most effective implementation, based
on a flexible framework provided by the designer. The initial impact of this approach may be somewhat less impressive than the
ostentatiousness of a strictly determined design, because we have a tendency to value over-design and initially fail to see the
systemic complexity that may have gone into creating an apparently simple interface that has yet to be developed. Yet over time the
system that has room to evolve and grow organically will reveal more depth, character and potential for innovation. Quoting
musician Brian Eno, Brand writes of the ability of mature developed systems to engage us:
We are convinced by things that show internal complexity, that show traces of an interesting evolution. Those signs tell us
that we might be rewarded if we accord it our trust. An important aspect of design is the degree to which an object involves
you in its own completion. Some work invites you into itself by not offering a finished, glossy, one-reading-only surface.
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This is what makes old buildings interesting to me. I think that humans have a taste for things that show that they have not
only been through the process of evolution, but which also show that they are still a part of one. That they are not dead yet.
(Brand 1994: 11)
Buildings such as these could be said to possess a strong imageability, an intangible quality that incites further engagement.
Similarly, design theorist Christopher Alexander encouraged designers to seek out and amplify this "quality without a name"
(Alexander 1979:15). This way of thinking about design applies to many other field of creative and technological endeavour:
programmers who write reusable, modular code; copyright and the freedom to remix content to create new products; open source
software and the ability to branch developments; open-ended, free-roaming video games; digital rights management and proprietary
formats; vernacular personalisation or hacking of consumer technology; generational evolution; performative artworks. Musician
Jeff Tweedy points to the simple act of interpretation on the part of the artistic performance as being an affective one:
I believe 50 percent of art is the perception of the listener… as an artist all you're really doing is hopefully giving people
the raw material to think here [is] something and make something out of it. I always think about how the world made
something just incredibly beautiful out of Elvis Presley that he could have never in a million years intended. The intent of
the author, the artist, the writer is really once it's done, your involvement is finished. (Tweedy 2004: online)
But traditionally, artists neglect to allow their work to evolve to this level of considered evolution, tied as they are to the division
between author and viewer that has been so deeply established by centuries of convention. The cult of the author suggests that more
inspired results can be achieved by the individual. This model grows more weak when applied to locative art however. Art that is
intended to be interacted with rather than merely observed can scarcely afford to retain an air of aloof detachment from its
audience. Just as with buildings, immersive artworks invite a person to engage in an intimate and humanistic level, and a quality of
adaptability is central to nurturing this collaboration. This does not suggest that it is necessary to dumb down, or intentionally make
the work more populist or conceptually or formally accessible, but it does involve an amount of humility and respect for the
audience on the part of the artist. On the contrary, this willingness to actively discourage passivity in the viewer may ultimately lead
to a more challenging and rewarding experience. If the intention of art is to provoke a reaction on the part of the audience -- be it
emotional, intellectual, or otherwise -- that reaction is all the more likely if the process is one of involvement.
The design of any system that a locative artwork is composed of, then, should adopt the properties that Brand assigns to adaptive
buildings. Indeed, it is all the more thematically fitting for systems designed to be used within the urban environment to take this
approach, given the characteristic similarities that cities possess. To invoke Steven Johnson's "long zoom", just as the properties of
adaptive building may be distilled into guiding principles for the creation of interactive art, they may be expanded to examine
comparisons with the city that the artwork will exist within. It is no coincidence that the cities which Kevin Lynch cites as being
particularly imageable are those which were not formally planned and constructed, but rather those that emerged gradually,
beginning as a complex warren of interlocking street and neighbourhood, and gradually developing with little controlling influence
or predetermined destination. Indeed, it could be argued that these places of uninhibited development are a catalyst to creativity, as
evidenced by the popularity of less developed or planned areas of cities with artistic and creative types (economic factors
notwithstanding). In her 1961 classic The Death and Life of Great American Cities, urban theorist Jane Jacobs condemns the
narrow-mindedness and arrogance of city planners who attempt to overrule this organic process:
Cities are an immense laboratory of trial and error, failure and success, in city building and city design. This is the
laboratory in which city planning should have been learning and forming and testing its theories. Instead the practitioners
and teachers of this discipline (if such it can be called) have ignored the study of success and failure in real life, have been
incurious about the reasons for unexpected success, and are guided instead by principles derived from the behavior and
appearance of towns, suburbs, tuberculosis sanatoria, fairs, and imaginary dream cities -- from anything but the cities
themselves. (1961: 6)
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The approach taken by the designers of systems of urban augmentation have much to learn from the cities that their creations will
perform within.
If system design should be decentralised process, how then should the audience be involved? A two-way process between the artist
and a single person is the beginning of this process, but as with emergent cities, it is when a framework involves the participation of
many individuals acting collectively (although not necessarily in a coordinated manner) that truly unexpected results can emerge.
At this point, it should be a fair statement to proclaim that system design is difficult, and that the intelligence or creativity of a
single author may not be sufficient to create an optimal solution; to presume otherwise would be akin to echoing the mistakes of
Jane Jacobs' myopic city planners. Yet by making the system fundamentally act not as an functional object but rather as a
framework for creation and participation, a "bottom-up" approach to problem solving can be adopted. The so-called "wisdom of
crowds" (Surowiecki 2004) can be put to use to create an experience much more effective and valuable than the sum of its parts.
The bottom-up approach may likewise be applied to psychogeographic endeavours; in an attempt to convey the richness and range
of the stories that are embedded within the streets of a city, it makes sense to make more of these vernacular stories accessible to the
urban explorer by inviting them to contribute individually, sharing data and creating a bottom-up augmentation to the visible urban
experience.
Having considered the Situationist influence on any project within the locative realm, and examined past and recent trends in
mapping practices, we should have an adequate overview of the repercussions of constructing spatial narratives in the postSituationist city. Together with this, a knowledge and appreciation of the constructs of urban imageability and vernacular
storytelling informs the types of experiences that may arise from contemporary engagement with these themes. Finally, an
examination of the influence of technology on this process – and a particular focus on how the introduction of technology into the
urban experience should be treated as a part of a system – has presented some guidelines on how to approach the design of such a
system. Taking the cumulative influence of this research into account, it should be possible to confidently approach the design of a
practical psychogeographic framework that aims to facilitate a literary imageability of the urban environment, and encourages
unintended consequences.
The development of that implementation is the focus of the next chapter.
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6. Implementation
The intention of formulating the thought processes described in the preceding sections was to inform the development of a locationaware sound recording project. This project will be a practical expression of these ideas and a method of further exploring the
possibilities in this area. Now that the motivation to create such a project and the fundamental philosophies that would influence
such a design have been prepared, this chapter outlines the steps that were taking in developing this project.

6.1 Design
A system that by definition requires open-endedness to be one of its fundamental features is intrinsically difficult to specifically
design in advance of use. As such, this project aims to initially provide a usable and flexible framework for activity while retaining
a built-in adaptability that would allow its further development to continue after the initial version. Being cognisant of this, the
early design stages of the project involved defining an overarching stated aim, and building out the practical aspects from there. The
aim was simply defined as "a framework that aims to facilitate a literary imageability of the urban environment, and encourages
unintended consequences".
Early concepts centered around the development of a text adventure-like software program that would embody a number of these
principles and serve as a metaphorical representation of the flexible urban experience. The direct interaction with virtual space
would be a stressed, and the ability of users to interact with and effect change upon their surroundings was to be a central feature.
Although this held much promise in terms of developing an interesting piece of software, further refinement of the concept revealed
that the medium and metaphor would eventually prove too limited to bring about the visceral response that was intended. Again
aware of the dangers of over-designing the solution before it had been tested, the decision was made to simply engage directly with
the topic at hand by creating a locative walking-based piece. However, this decision was reached with some trepidation, due to the
concerns laid out in previous chapters. A conscious decision was made to avoid simply using the technological aspects of the work
as a crutch, thus sidestepping the main critical issues apparently being addressed.
Because of this, and in an attempt to provide some distinction between Adaptive Spaces and the rash of Situationist-referencing
digital locative and mapping projects that have emerged in recent years (including those that it would attempt to comment upon),
the decision was made to make the role of technology in the piece as transparent and unintrusive as possible. This served both to
facilitate a "suspension of disbelief" on the part of the participant (thus allowing them to become involved in the piece without
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being distracted by the machinations of its interface) and to shift the focus away from the technology being used and towards the
experience. While the influence of technology is central to the inquiry of the work, it should not be allowed to be come an
interfering influence, but rather serve as an augmentation to the main experience. The use of sound, and headphones in particular,
compliments this approach. The primary reason for making the interface sound-based originates from influence of previous
headphone-based works, but it is complimentary that the augmentation of sound is a much more seamless addition to the
experience than many other interfaces (as evidenced by the innate human ability to block out distracting external noises when
focusing elsewhere).
It should be clear from almost all of the preceding sections that the piece would be interactive, not simply in an action-response
manner, but in a continuous feedback loop that builds up to form an ongoing conversation and narrative between different
participants. While the project may be referred to as an “artwork", a more apt description may be "artistic framework", in that it
aims to shift the focus away from the creator and instead promotes creativity and investment on the part of the user. This manifests
itself in the project as the ability of participants to record their own sounds into the system as they are using it, while
simultaneously listening to the recordings of previous participants based on the current location. In doing so, users are encouraged
to use the system to explore invisible aspects of their surroundings through the previous actions of others in the same space, but
may also actively shape and change the content and intent of the piece itself.

6.2 Development
To a certain extent, the interaction design of a project depends on the constraints of the physical form that it will take. The
requirements of the project called for the functionality of a number of separate devices to be combined, and obviously portability
was a major factor in the design. Were this project to be developed by an electronics company as a commercial consumer product, a
single integrated unit would probably be produced. Long term or more permanent versions of Adaptive Spaces should certainly
seek to move towards this more finished model, if usage patterns suggest that this would be useful. However, such a feat of
electronic engineering is outside the area of relevance in the development of this project, and in the interest of speed and flexibility
a much less professional and more informal approach was taken to the physical form of the object. Admittedly a somewhat clunky
physical design is not optimal for the early stage participants, yet adaptability and pragmatism both require this to be the case
(comparable projects, such as Sonic City (Gaye et al. 2002: online) and Sonic Interface (Maebayashi 1999: online), have also
adopted this approach). For the time being, it was worth simply attempting to minimise the intrusion of the informal physical
design. To begin with, the following hardware was needed to satisfy the requirements of the piece:
●

GPS unit to track the current location of the participant

●

Microphone to allow the participant to record audio

●

Headphones to play back previous recordings

●

Laptop or portable computer to run the software and manage audio storage and playback

●

Physical trigger to begin sound recording
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Figure 6.1 The individual hardware components connected to a laptop computer. Peripherals, clockwise from top left: radio
microphone, serial to USB converter, GPS unit, headphones.
Assembling these components into a single backpack that the participant wears, with some extruding elements being the only part
of the system hardware directly visible, should partially reduce the impact of the unwieldy combination of hardware.
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Figure 6.2 All hardware components stored in a backpack and ready for use. The GPS unit is attached to the exterior of the
backpack to increase signal coverage, and the radio microphone has been clipped to the backpack's shoulder strap.
Once the backpack is in place, the user can move about easily and hopefully uninhibited by the hardware.
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Figure 6.3 The compete setup being used in the field. (Model: Paula Henihan)
The features provided by each of these pieces of consumer hardware must be drawn together into a functioning whole by custom
software. In the same way as the hardware requirements were assessed according to the overall philosophy of the project, the
decisions made in relation to the software should reinforce this overall agenda. As the core component of the project the software
architecture should be particularly focused towards forward-compatibility with the project development. For example, although
fundamental hardware changes (such as the wholesale replacement of the laptop with a handled device or custom audio hardware)
may be acceptable in future developments, the technology stack of the software (such as the programming language that it is
written in, or the platform that it runs on) are more immutable, in that changes could potentially require a complete rewrite of the
program code, rather than additional development. Bearing this in mind, a number of possible architectures were investigated
before settling on the final implementation. The Python programming language was deemed to be a suitable choice for a number of
reasons:
●

It is open source, thus guaranteeing flexibility and choice in future.

●

It is virtually platform-agnostic, meaning it can be run on a variety of systems (Linux, OS X, Windows).

●

A wide variety of built-in and third party libraries are available, making reuse of existing code simple.

●

It is generally considered to be quick, flexible, modular and extensible, suitable for rapid prototyping but also scalable to
support large projects.

It was also decided to create the program as a command-line tool rather than the more common and user-friendly Graphical User
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Interfaces that rely mostly on mouse and keyboard interaction. Although this relates tidily to the world of text-based interactive
fiction that inspired many aspects of the project, it is more ingenuous to state that this is another design decision made primarily out
of practical necessity; a command line tool obviates the necessity to design a GUI, and allows for more rapid development, testing
and iteration of the software.
Functionally, the software is invisible to the participant and acts as a management hub for the peripheral hardware that they interact
directly with. Users trigger the software to record a thirty second sound clip by pressing an external trigger button that mimics an
enter key (this trigger is simply used to ensure that the keyboard does not need to be accessed directly and the laptop can remain
stowed out the way in the bag; in the case of this implementation a Griffin Powermate USB controller was used). The audio is
recorded via the small radio microphone pinned to the strap of the backpack, effectively on the lapel of the participant. An audio
tone, played via the headphones signals the beginning and end of the recording period. When the recording is complete, the audio
file is immediately stored on the laptop and tagged with the participant's name (for which they were prompted at the beginning of
the session), a timestamp, and most importantly the GPS coordinates of their current position. This meta data is stored as part of the
recorded audio file's filename, which adheres to a strict naming convention (e.g. a file named
emmet_20070910T211954_lat1234.123lon5678.567.wav signifies that the file was recorded by username "emmet"
on 2007-09-10 at 21:19:54, at the coordinates 1234.123 by 5678.567).
When not recording sound, the software constantly polls the GPS unit to to track the current location of the participant, parsing the
longitude and latitude values and matching them against the values tagged in the library of previously recorded audio files. When
the participant is within a certain range of the location of a previously recorded file (defined as about 20 meters for the initial
version), that file is played back via the headphones. If more than one recording falls within the current proximity range, the nearest
recording in played. No recording is played twice, thus eliminating the possibility of a recording being constantly looped while the
participant remains in one area, and allowing multiple closely-recorded sounds to be discovered over time.
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Figure 6.4 Flowchart of the software order of execution.
Version 0.1, the initial prototype of the software was publicly released as an open source project on 30th September 2007. This and
all future versions of the software will be available at http://code.google.com/p/adaptive-spaces. In future, full point releases will
represent new feature-complete, stable, and forward-compatible versions of the codebase, and point releases will represent
substantial feature additions and upgrades. Bugfixes and minor updates will be denoted with secondary point release numbers.
Contributions from other developers will be welcomed. An extremely liberal software license (GNU General Public License v2,
available online at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/gpl-2.0.html) has been chosen for the source code of the software, and
all audio recordings collected during instances of the project will remain the ownership of the participant, although will be licensed
under an attribution Creative Commons license (available online at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/) that will
allow others to reuse the content for non-commercial purposes. It is hoped that this liberal approach to ownership of the means of
production and the product itself will further blur the boundaries between artist and viewer in relation to the project, and will
encourage similarly open works to be developed through reappropriation and reuse.

6.3 Execution
The initial uses of the project were aimed at refining the functionality and usability of the system to ensure a smooth and
unintrusive experience. One of the main difficulties encountered during the development of the system was that of testing the
software while it was being developed; since usage of Adaptive Spaces implies movement, remaining in one place during
development meant that a true representation of usage was not possible while the code was being written. This was compounded by
the fact that the entire system takes some time to be packed for use, and so quick changes were not possible during early testing.
Basic usage was simulated by feeding predefined GPS values to the system initially, but later stages of the code refinement entailed
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the laborious process of packing the system, testing in the field and noting any problems, then refining the code when back indoors
again. This continual process of development meant that there was no single excursion that could be counted as the initial selfexperiment. Rather the first uses of the project were combinations of testing, bug fixing and overall assessment.
Once the project had reached a usable state, a number of people were asked to take part. All of these initial participants were
acquaintances with some relation to the local area, although some had no prior knowledge of the project or its intentions.
Instructions given to participants on beginning the walk were intentionally vague, as a significant aspect of the project is to expose
the decisions and creativity of the participants. No guidance was given on where to walk, or how long to remain gone for. No
guidance was given on the types of audio to record, whether spoken stories or opinions are expected, or whether the participant may
simply record ambient audio. The intention was simply that participants will become engaged and interested, and may perhaps
respond to the actions of one another.
At the time of writing, six people have used the project for an average of thirty minutes each, with varying responses. Obviously
earlier users of the system were at a disadvantage in that they did not have an established library of existing sound recordings to
explore. As such, the experience of these users was mainly limited to walking and producing their own recordings. Despite only
making partial use of the system, these earlier participants generally responded positively to the experience, and suggested that they
would be interested in participating again at a later date once others had also done so. Additionally, all users noted that the simple
experience of consciously formulating their thoughts in relation to their location and concentrating on their surroundings as they
walked was a new and intriguing activity for them. This is particularly positive feedback, as it aligns closely with some of the
fundamental aims of the psychogeographic process, even though the influence of psychogeography and even the general aims of
the project in this area were not discussed with these participants beforehand. Interestingly, no participants chose to merely record
ambient sounds.
The feedback of later participants clearly developed from this early stage. The evolution of the system to incorporate the playback
of previous participants as well as recording their own sounds seemed to add an extra dimension of interest. On a couple of
occasions, responses to previous participants were recorded, representing the beginning stages of a temporally displaced
conversation emerging. One participant afterwards remarked that this reminded them of an Internet bulletin board, with one person
posting a response to an earlier observation. A subsequent conversation about similarities the project and the structure of the
Internet proved to be very intriguing, particularly in the comparison between specific locations and website URLs, and the act of
walking between these locations as being similar to web hyperlinks.
Despite these initial positive signs, some problems also gradually became apparent. Despite efforts to the contrary, the physical
form of the system seemed to distract some users, some of whom became concerned whether the system was still functioning when
they did not come across a recording for some time. Others were concerned with the apparatus of recording, in particular the thirty
second recording limit, sometimes worrying about completing their recording before time ran out, others feeling the need to extend
their commentary to fill the allotted time. Although the later participants had the benefit of using a more complete system, they
seemed to sometimes concentrate more on seeking out the recordings of others than on simply discovering them by chance. On
occasion the subject of a recording being played back was not clear to a participant, either because the commentary was too vague
or because they were not close enough to the subject. Finally, the consecutive playback of multiple recordings for a given location
confused some participants, as the definition between separate recordings was not immediately clear to them. Possible solutions
that may address some of these problems are briefly outlined in Appendix section 8.2 “Potential future technical developments”.
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Despite these early problems, the overall feedback from these early experiments was positive. Participants seemed to immediately
grasp the concept of the piece, and were interested in discussing the potential of the project to be used in other forms and locations.
In conversation afterwards in which some of the critical aims of the project were revealed, many agreed that the project had the
potential to encourage them to become more engaged with their surroundings.
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7. Conclusion
This paper has addressed a wide range of influential areas, and drawn comparisons from a variety of disparate sources, all of which
combined to inform the development of a project, Adaptive Spaces. At the heart of the investigation, though, is the influence of
technology on the experiential nature of urban geography. Just as passive use of urban spaces leads to a blinkered and unrewarding
experience, an unquestioning acceptance of technology as an inward-focused addition to this experience prevents the urban actor
from truly engaging with the potential that the space provides. Conversely, just as psychogeography-influenced active attention can
reap rewards, so too can an attentive and sometimes disruptive examination of how technology may be put to use.
Technology does not move us inexorably away from the type of urban interactions exemplified by the Situationist movement.
Rather its incorporation into the contemporary psychogeographic experience may be the logical continuation of the development of
that practice, and may prove to act as a driving force behind its relevance in the future. The ongoing urbanization of the lived
environment and the continuing trend towards a faster, less introspective, yet more individually isolated society – in short, the
society of “supermodernity” – is an unavoidable result of the increasingly urban lives that many of us are choosing to lead.
Representations and abstractions of this new urban experience may tell us much, yet the nature of mapped data implies an element
of subjectivity and curation. True exploration of a space comes from direct interaction, and the discovery of the potent hidden
images and everyday narratives that lie hidden.
It is in this interaction with space, where technology is normally accused of acting as a mediating element, dampening our ability to
perceive the minutiae surrounding us, that it may in fact be employed to the opposite effect, that of pulling back the veil of secrecy
covering the streets. The careful use of a system designed to augment, not inhibit or control, the urban experience can lead to
exciting new possibilities for the modern psychogeographic explorer. It is hoped that the implementation outlined as part of this
paper may contribute to the early investigations into the possibilities afforded by this way of thinking about the relationship
between space and technology.
Instead of resenting or rallying against the unstoppable tide of cultural and societal development, and indeed instead of passing
judgment against this trend, an engagement with the underlying technology driving much of this change can reveal new avenues of
possibilities, just as the Situationists once engaged with the streets. By becoming directly involved with the structures of an entity,
you change its meaning, at the very least on a personal level of perception and appreciation.
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8. Appendix
8.1 Prior Art
The works selected here share the common trait of somehow deceiving or encouraging the viewer into taking an active
participatory role in the experience of the art. In an almost subversive way, the artist invites the viewer into the work to take part in
the development of unwittingly complex artistic and creative endeavours. Thus by simply engaging with the piece, the person
perceiving the art implicitly moves away from the outsider role of "viewer" towards a more active and invested role that could be
variously described as participant, collaborator, director, editor, explorer or indeed in the most transcendent cases, artist.
The works enumerated here are merely a curated selection, presented to be representative or illustrative of much wider fields of
inquiry.
8.1.1 Psychogeography: The Missing Voice (Case Study B) by Janet Cardiff
Janet Cardiff creates sound-based installations, often using headphones or cameras to simulate the locative replaying of a fictional
narrative. In The Missing Voice (Case Study B) participants are invited to collect a personal stereo from the reception of
Whitechapel Library in London, and are provided with little extra direction. Upon starting the recording, they hear the sounds of the
library played through their headphones, and are given audio directions. A disembodied narrator (Cardiff) guides the participant out
of the library and through the streets of London, revealing a disjointed narrative as they go. Experiencing this work was a formative
event in the development of the Adaptive Spaces project, and one of the central aims of the project is to expand on the type of linear
narrative developed by Cardiff for this piece, and explore the possibilities of an open-ended, collaborative approach to this medium.
8.1.2 Literature: Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino
Literature is awash with representations of cities, but Italo Calvino's Invisible Cities is a particularly relevant example in this case.
It deals not with the representation of actual cities, but with the dramatic evocation of imagined cities. Over fifty-five chapters,
ostensibly in the format of a conversation between explorer Marco Polo and his patron emperor Kublai Kahn, Polo describes in
vivid detail the fantastic cities he has visited on his travels. Over the course of the book it becomes apparent that the (perhaps
invented) experiences of the explorer tell of the true nature of these cities; not the physical environment or apparent structure of the
city, but rather the impression of the city that the visitor leaves with. In doing so, Calvino clearly illustrates the quality of
imageability. The book also explicitly relates that characteristic to literature, yet recognises the limitations of literature compared to
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experience in representing the intangible quality that imageability embodies; "Memory's images, once they are fixed in words, are
erased." (Calvino 1972: 87)
8.1.3 Locative recording: I Am Sitting in a Room by Alvin Lucier
Alvin Lucier's 1970 sound recording represents an early but prescient examination of the relationship between sound and
environment. Lucier recorded himself narrating a simple text that also served to outline the format of the piece itself:
I am sitting in a room, different from the one you are in now. I am recording the sound of my speaking voice, and I am
going to play it back into the room again and again until the resonant frequencies of the room reinforce themselves so that
any semblance of my speech, with perhaps the exception of rhythm, is destroyed. What you will hear then are the natural
resonant frequencies of the room articulated by speech. (Lucier 1969: online)
The quality of the continually reprocessed audio gradually deteriorates with each re-recording, eventually becoming a high-pitched,
rhythmical ambient hum; the sound of the shape of the room in which the recording was made, expressed through its natural
resonant frequencies. The relationship between the narration of an ongoing experience, then replaying a recording of that narration
to conjure a sense of the environment in which it first occurred, is directly related to the sounds that are recorded in Adaptive
Spaces.

8.2 Potential future technical developments
It is hoped that potential new directions and uses for the project will emerge gradually from the participants over time. However,
the version of the project presented here is certainly to be considered a prototype, and numerous improvements and feature
additions are already possible:
8.2.1 Improvements to physical form
As already discussed, the overall ease of use for the participant could be improved if the existing functionality were to be
consolidated into a single small device. Although much effort could be put into developing this aspect of the project, it is more
likely that the convergent trend in consumer electronics could provide a solution to this problem in the near future (GPS-enabled
mobile phones are beginning to become available, for example, many of which include built-in data storage and which run custom
Python software).
8.2.2 Parallel audio playback
Playback is currently calculated based on distance from the original recording location, with the most proximal recording being
favoured in cases where more than one recording falls within the catchment radius. A more nuanced and exploratory aspect of the
tool could be revealed if parallel audio playback was to be enabled without interfering with the clarity and comprehensibility of
individual recordings. Some potential ways of achieving this:
●

Allow the participant to flip through recorded audio tracks using input buttons, analogous to changing channels on a
television to receive different signals.

●

Provide a "radio dial" interface that allows the participant to "scroll through" the channels of audio. This could prove to be
a more organic and exploratory form of audio discovery (the Powermate USB input trigger features a rotating dial which
could be used for this purpose).
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●

Set the volume of recording playback according to distance from the exact source position. This would mean that
participants would have to engage in a treasure hunt-style exploration in an attempt to move closer to the specific source,
thus raising the volume of the audio, and that single recordings could be focused upon by moving closer to the source.

The main concern in adopting such a feature should be to made the interface as obvious and unintrusive as possible. It is extremely
important to be aware of the dangerous potential for the technology to overpower the environmental experience. If the introduction
of these extra layers of complexity were to prove too distracting, it would probably not be beneficial to implement them.
8.2.3 User-defined recording length
A limitation of the current system is the forced adherence to a predefined audio file length. In some cases this may prove restrictive
and more fundamentally goes against the ideology of giving as much control as possible to the participants. This restriction is
merely in place due to the technical complexity involved in managing audio files of variable length, but removing this restriction
could open up a wider range of creative uses of the project.
8.2.4 Binaural recording and stereo playback
Binaural recording involves the use of special microphones to capture sounds exactly as they would be heard in person. Two
custom microphones are attached to the ears of the person recording the sound, thus ensuring that the sounds that they record are as
close as possible to those that would enter the ears of an on-site listener, creating a sense of spatial acoustics. When binaural
recordings are played back in stereo on headphones, the effect is uncannily realistic, creating the illusion of immersion in the
location of the recording. While the use of binaural recording and playback could heighten the sense of realism and immersion for
participants of Adaptive Spaces, this approach could also raise some interesting conceptual questions around the relationship
between participants, placing as it does the listener "inside the head" of the recorder, in the exact same location as the recorded
experience was first carried out.
8.2.5 Directional sound
One of the limitations of stereo or binaural sound in an open environment is the potential for directional disconnect; while the
binaural playback is fixed in relation to the listener's head, their head itself can obviously change direction. Thus while a sound may
appear to be coming from the listener's left (i.e. predominantly in their left ear), if they turn in that direction the sound source will
also appear to move, staying to the left of their head. In other words, a binaural playback "locks the sound field to your head, not to
an external frame of reference" (Blesser & Salter 2007: 189). One solution to this could be to manage the recording and playback of
the audio according to absolute cartographic direction, panning the sounds to reflect the orientation of the person who recorded the
sound. This would require significant technical development (continually recording the participant's bearing alongside the audio
track, then dynamically simulating that direction via computed stereo audio output), yet is an intriguing prospect in that it offers a
significantly more compelling experience without the participant having to be aware of any further complexity or interaction to
manage the process.
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